
Your space for nature

New products 2023
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At 

www.bellissa.com

you can find  
detailed information  

on our products.

The new gardeners 
are coming
Many new customers are novice 
gardeners
As with any new beginning, consumers need to start with basic 
knowledge and be able to rely on trustworthy sources and experts. 
According to McKinsey, three quarters of new gardeners want to 
carry on with their hobby after the pandemic.  

The interesting question is: what products will they buy for it? They 
invest in starter products and basics and anything that makes 
guessing superfluous, as for example raised beds that look good 
and at the same time take over the watering process. As far as the 
range of plants is concerned, the report confirms the trend towards 
fruit and vegetables, but also sees growth in decorative plants. In 
all cases, there is a demand for environmentally friendly and natu-
ral products.  

Customers actually do not expect a huge range, but want beauti-
ful products, durable and of high quality. “We are surrounded by 
these items all day long and have no patience with poor quality”, is 
the point made by those taking part in the survey. Customers want 
inspiration and ideas, expect construction videos and explanations 
both online and in stores.

From the consumer point of view bird-friendly and natural gardens 
are also topics whose growing importance is noted by the Garden 
Trends Report.

Green is the colour of renewal and a new start - a new start that is 
now up and coming. Nature is popular, not simply in fashion. The 
optimistic view of the Garden Trends Report clearly states: these 
are excellent prospects for the garden industry.
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sustainability 

 
 
Made in Germany / 5 year warranty

 
 
We learn from nature

 
 
Mainau cooperation 

 
 
Mainau plant support 

 
 
Annabelle hydrangea support 

 
 
Colorata tomato spiral

 
 
Collina hillside planter

 
 
Triangolo plant shelf

 
 
Sales support

 
 
Range expansion

 
 

Springtime is renewal time

bellissa 2023

We are happy 
to help

Phone: +49 (0) 7520 / 9205-0
Fax: +49 (0) 7520 / 9205- 25

E-mail: haas@bellissa.com
www.bellissa.com

You can contact us by phone from
Mon-Thu 8.00 a.m. - 12.00 p.m. /  
1.00 p.m. - 4.00 p.m
Fri 8.00 a.m.-12.00 p.m.
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Customer orientation

Consumption after the 
pandemic
81%  of those consulted claimed to place a high value 
on products that originate from ethical and sustaina-
ble production processes. 

74%  want to know where and how the products that 
they buy are manufactured. 

78%  would spend more money purchasing such 
products - 25% of those consulted would spend up to 
10% more, 33% up to 50% more. 

The Covid pandemic has changed purchasing behaviour. The study “Decoding Consumer Behaviour” by the 
Roland Berger business consultancy shows that 67% are mainly concentrating on higher quality brands 
and 51% are backing sustainable products. “The trend towards cocooning, that is to say withdrawing into 
private life at home, continues to have an effect”, said Richard Federowski, a partner at Roland Berger. 

Sustainability is becoming ever more important for the decision to buy. A third of consumers will be paying 
even more attention to this criterion in future. “Sustainability has finally reached for the consumer”, said 
Federowski. 

Consumers want quality 
& sustainability

Durable products with at 
least 5 years of warranty 
against rust

Regional production:  
Made in Germany

Sustainable and climate 
neutral

Supplier code for sustain-
able and social responsi-
bility

Customer-oriented service
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5 years  
protection 
against rust
We take responsibility
“Extending the life of products is beneficial both to climate protec-
tion and consumer protection,“ said Klaus Müller, chairman of the 
Federation of German Consumer Organisations. Consumers want 
products that last considerably longer, as numerous surveys show. 
Consumers complain again and again about products that break 
before their time, cannot be repaired, or are no longer usable due 
to missing updates.

Low-quality steel is neither durable nor robust and will rust after a 
short time. Rust is not just unattractive, it also destroys the struc-
ture. The product is harder to clean and displays increased growth 
of bacteria and viruses, which can attack plants and endanger 
harvests.

Zinc coating & galvanisation offer protection, but are reduced by 
approx. 1 µ per year by environmental influences. A product there-
fore needs to have a galvanised coating of at least 5 µ in order to 
provide 5 years of rust protection. If there are strongly negative 
environmental influences, a layer of at least 10 µ must be used in 
order to provide safety that lasts for 5 years.

The bellissa solution:
• panels

• Tested using the salt spray test according to DIN 50021

• Lasts 2.5 times longer due to our standard of at least 10 µ

• In-house “Made in Germany” production, partly supported by 
long-term and trustworthy partners abroad

• Standard quality process includes incoming goods inspection

About our guaran-
teed products:

Made in 
Germany
Customers prefer products 
manufactured in Germany
“Made in Germany” is the best recommendation that you can put 
on a product. If however a product is “Made in (country of the 
person consulted)”, the survey participants tend to have a positive 
impression of the product. In 23 countries, an average of 50% of 
those canvassed have a positive impression of a product if it was 
manufactured in Germany. By comparison, only 15% of those sur-
veyed have a positive impression of a product if it has been made 
in China.

We invest in quality and only use mesh panels produced in Ger-
many for our gabions. In addition, more than 50% of the items 
we sell come from in-house production. In this way, we create 
reliable and durable quality and save on resources, are ecologi-
cally efficient and environmentally friendly.

• Cost saving: in the long term, the reliability of German products 
results in a cost benefit for the consumer

• Saving time and flexibility: short transport routes and region-
al manufacture save time and provide flexibility in the order 
process

• Active contribution to climate protection: Products are not 
transported right around the world and are produced under 
controlled, environmentally friendly conditions

• Saving on resources: both zinc and steel can be recycled sever-
al times from galvanised steel without losing their physical and 
chemical qualities

• Recognition: Made in Germany is a world leader and guaran-
tees customer satisfaction
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We learn from  
nature

We are driven by a growing expectation and demand for products, 
experiences and systems that are smarter, simpler, and more sustain-
able.  

At its core bellissa presents a clear and responsible vision of what 
good design and quality can be and achieve, and where products 
and processes are intelligent, well thought-out and future-oriented. 

We are the natural home of innovative and robust materials (e. g. 
self-healing Corten steel & weather-resistant products). Colours are 
used consciously and clearly, in order to add more creativity and fun 
to green spaces. Our products are intelligent, well thought out and 
full of optimism.

In 2023, our focus is on the garden & outdoor area:

• Well thought-out problem solvers for widespread plant and gar-
den problems

• Technical construction: innovative, regenerative & sustainable 
materials and industrial, functional designs for durable and 
long-lasting products

• Adaptable: people will be seeking products that expand and can 
connect and be built on to meet the changing needs of outdoor 
spaces

• Fresh-up / softened industrial: update industrial materials with 
bright, joyful colours and novel shapes

• Streamlined design: flexible indoor-outdoor spaces and compact 
patios require new solutions

• Expressive geometrics: bold & clean geometric patterns that will 
never go out of fashion
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Cooperation with Mainau 
Island
If you want to walk fast, walk alone.  
If you want to walk far, walk together.
What can be better than an expert? Of course: an entire team! 

It gives us great pleasure to announce our partnership with Insel Mainau GmbH. We are linking bellissa’s 
garden design skills with the expertise of the Mainau gardeners, setting out on new adventures with our 
combined strengths.

Mainau island is a product of nature and offers a unique natural experience. For that, an intact environ-
ment is an essential requirement. From the seed to the blooming floral paradise, from the field to the plate 
– every day, visitors are made aware of sustainability. 

Just like bellissa, the Mainau team wants to ensure generational equity and both companies think and act 
for the long term, economically, socially and ecologically. We are convinced that only a sustainable eco-
nomic approach can survive long term. This is exactly why we are almost made for one another and are 
looking forward to the future and many mutual projects!

Cooperation 
benefits
• Standardised weather protection due to zinc-aluminium gal-

vanised mesh panels

• 1.3 million visitors per annum on Mainau Island with a high  
degree of visibility on the home page and social media

• Well-founded gardening knowledge thanks to > 80 experi-
enced expert gardeners

• End consumer experience via their “Green Service Telephone” 

• Attractive location for product tests, photo-shoots, presenta-
tions
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One of the 
best-loved  

garden plants

 3  Solution: worked out together with our inno-
vative cooperation partner Mainau  GmbH

 3  Technical construction: sustainable & 100% 
recyclable material

 3  Adaptable: use is not limited to dahlias; the 
eyelet at the top allows the plant support 
to be extended in a connected series, with 
notches providing easy and slip-proof fasten-
ing

 3  Fresh-up: new production technology means 
that wear parts such as caps are no longer 
necessary

 3  Functional design for a durable product that 
saves money and resources

 3  Expressive geometrics: geometric lines that 
we have copied from nature are the best for 
holding and supporting the growth of plants

Mainau plant support
Item No. Product

93511 MAINAU plant support 70, galvanised 3.2 cm 0.6 cm 70 cm 6 mm 1

93512 MAINAU plant support 100, galvanised 3.2 cm 0.6 cm 100 cm 6 mm 1

93513 MAINAU plant support 125, galvanised 3.2 cm 0.6 cm 125 cm 6 mm 1

93514 MAINAU plant support 150, galvanised 3.2 cm 0.6 cm 150 cm 6 mm 1

93515 MAINAU plant support 70, powder-coated bellissa green 3.2 cm 0.6 cm 70 cm 6 mm 1

93516 MAINAU plant support 100, powder-coated bellissa green 3.2 cm 0.6 cm 100 cm 6 mm 1

93517 MAINAU plant support 125, powder-coated bellissa green 3.2 cm 0.6 cm 125 cm 6 mm 1

93518 MAINAU plant support 150, powder-coated bellissa green 3.2 cm 0.6 cm 150 cm 6 mm 1

Registered 
product

Flexible attach-
ment of binding 
material

Injury-free eyelet Simple to 
hammer-in if 
necessary

Slip-proof 
grooves

+  Plastic-free &  
100% reusable

+  Weather-resistant &  
easy-care

+ Easy fastening

Item Item

Plants Height 1 Height 2 Height 3 Height 4 Height 1 Height 2 Height 3 Height 4

1 Flower 1 • • • • • •
2 Flower 2 • • •
3 Shrub 1

4 Vegetable 1

5 Fruit 1

Plant and support matrix
Ever wondered which product works for which plant?

In future, our Mainau experts will recommend which support is suitable for which plant.
Also available for our POS presentations in 2023.
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The most popular snowballs in the garden
For years, the Annabelle snowball hydrangea has been a best-seller among plants and can be found in half 
the gardens across Europe. Hydrangeas’ best qualities are good hardiness in winter and their preferred lo-
cation in semi-shade or shade. But these beauties thrive even in direct sunlight, as long as they get enough 
water.

Hydrangeas have undergone a first-class revival, which means that for years lovers of the plant have been 
searching for the ideal support for their garden favourites - unfortunately without success. On social media, 
garden experts like Katrin Iskam (@katrinsgarten / 102 K followers) are testing, crafting and attempting to find 
suitable solutions. Our partners on Mainau Island have confirmed the need and the demand and have them-
selves been searching for sustainable solutions up until now.  

With our clever design, the mesh panel can be set high or low, thus covering the large and the small plant 
varieties with a single product according to plant size. Even peonies, large varieties of iris or phlox are happy 
to get some help to stay standing even in heavy rain.

In spring, the mesh panel can also be used as an excellent growth or cultivation tunnel on raised beds when 
combined with a covering fleece. This means that the support can be used almost all the year round and of-
fers plants protection in all locations.

Annabelle hydrangea support
One product - two heights
Option 1:  Set high 
 approx. height 150-180 cm

Option 2:  Set flat 
 approx. height 80 cm 

Annabelle’s profile

Great potential: in Europe alone, over 28 varieties are 
sold every year. Hydrangeas are therefore regularly 
found among the most popular plants. There are ap-
prox. 70 varieties world-wide. 

Height: 1.50 m and higher.

Growth: upright, broad bushy shape, many ground 
level shoots.

Flowers: flattish curved to very large ball-shaped 
blooms. 

Without help, the rather thin and not yet woody floral 
shoots for the current year tend to snap off after heavy 
rainfall and therefore need support. 

Main flowering period: end of June to early September.

Item No. Product

93508 ANNABELLE hydrangea support 65, PE coated bellissa 
green

65 cm 57 cm 60 cm 15.5 x 25 cm 4.7 mm 1

93509 ANNABELLE hydrangea support 75, PE coated bellissa 
green

75 cm 72 cm 80 cm 15.5 x 25 cm 4.7 mm 1

Easy interlocking

Easy interlocking

 3  Technical construction: functional design 
without exposed cut surfaces for durable 
and weather-resistant products that will 
save you money and resources in the long 
term 

 3  Adaptable: can be extended, put together 
in a series and connected, in order to adapt 
over time to the changing needs of the grow-
ing plants

 3  Fresh-up: easy interlocking means extra 
parts such as cable ties are not required

 3  Expressive geometry: geometric lines that 
we have copied from nature are the best 
for holding and supporting plants during 
growth

Not just an ideal support for hydrangeas: can also be used in spring as a cultivation tunnel, e.g. in 
raised beds.

+ Two heights in one

+  Set of two mesh panels 
that can be slightly read-
justed if required

+  Extremely weather-re-
sistant

Registered 
product
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Continuing trend towards warm yellow 
tones for the outdoors

Simple colour-coding of plants

Item No. Product

90172 COLORATA Tomato spiral 110, powder coated honey 4 cm 4 cm 110 cm 5 mm 1

90173 COLORATA Tomato spiral 170, powder coated honey 4.3 cm 4.3 cm 170 cm 7.5 mm 1

90113 COLORATA Tomato spiral 110, powder coated bellissa red 4 cm 4 cm 110 cm 5 mm 1

90171 COLORATA Tomato spiral 170, powder coated bellissa red 4.3 cm 4.3 cm 170 cm 7.5 mm 1

Colorata tomato spiral
Good things come in threes
We have discovered that our tomato spiral in bellissa red is a genuine hit! Colour simply adds more fun and joy 
to life which is why we extend the family.

The coloured spirals are useful not only for coding young plants (e.g. red for chillies, yellow for peppers and 
green for tomatoes), COLORATAs can also be useful as a lasting and sustainable bouquet and wee present 
when invited to a friend’s for coffee. They guarantee a much longer-lasting joy and pleasure compared to a 
rapidly wilting bunch of flowers.

The spirals are weather-resistant and double-protected due to galvanising under the powder coating, making 
them extra durable. The smooth surface is easy to clean at the end of the season, and the regularity of the 
spiral ensures easy bundling without entanglement when you are packing up the plant supports for winter.

2023 Outdoor colour palette (Trend platform WGSN)

bellissa colour 
2023

Honey

+  Complementing our 
successful product in 
bellissa red for more 
fun in the garden

+  Weather-resistant & 
easy-care

+  Recyclable product,  
no waste
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Item No. Product

92729 COLLINA hillside planter, Corten steel 96.5 cm 1 cm 34 cm 1

Collina hillside planter
The perfect solution without building a wall
Slope stabilisation can be made easier with a slope fixing - either with certain plants or, in very steep places, 
with structural measures. But if you do not want to take structural measures like a wall, what can you do then? 
COLLINA is your simple, quick and easily relocatable alternative.

Gardens with big differences in height require securing of the slope so that rain does not simply wash away 
the soil. Special plants can be considered, same as structural measures such as dry stone walls, gabions or 
palisades. Many gardens have to deal with more or less steeply sloping surfaces. However, slopes and open 
garden soil are not a good combination. Normally this is not problematic, but slopes of two percent or more 
can cause problems. One heavy rainfall and the topsoil runs off with the rainwater, blocking drains or remains 
where you do not want it as a congealed sludge. The steeper the slope, the greater the potential erosion. In 
order to avoid this, slopes and also embankments in the garden should be garden should be defused and alle-
viated by means of slope stabilisation.

The mega-trend Corten steel is continuing and showing sustained growth in the double figures range. The 
warm shades and velvety surfaces continue to impress customers and, thanks to the stability of the material, 
Corten or so called weathered steel is excellently suited for long-term use in gardens and outdoor areas. In 
times where land is rare and many people are no longer home owners but renters, it is often not possible to 
make constructional or long term changes to the grounds. And this is exactly where we can bring COLLINA 
into play!

after

before

+ Both lightweight & strong

+  Selfhealing Corten steel 
for long-term, safe slope 
securing

+  Ecological protection 
against slugs and snails

Flexible diameter 
approx. 50 - 60 cm

Includes two 
soil anchors

Food-safe 
Corten steel

Lightweight & 
strong: material 
thickness 0.65 mm 3  Solution: prevents erosion and enables per-

manent planting on the slope

 3  Technical construction: both lightweight & 
strong thanks to a material thickness of 0.65 
mm in bright self-healing Corten steel

 3  Adaptable: you can determine the final diam-
eter by bending to your needs (~ 50 - 60 cm) 

 3  Functional design: space-saving, flat delivery 
without bend, including two ground anchors

 3  Expressive geometrics: natural, curved 
semi-circular shield to protect against erosion 
with outstanding static qualities
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Item No. Product

92728 TRIANGOLO plant shelf, powder coated 35 cm 35 cm 71 cm 0.9 mm 1

Triangolo plant shelf

Indoor-outdoor use

Flat packed. Carton inner dimen-
sions: 76 x 35.5 x 5.5 cm

 3  Solution: fits into the smallest available 
spaces

 3  Technology & construction: industrial, 
functional design for a durable product that 
leaves no waste - the double protection of 
galvanisation under the powder coating 
makes TRIANGOLO fit for use anywhere - 
whether indoors or outdoors

 3  Adaptable: can be expanded, interlocked 
and connected on top of each other to 
meet ever changing space requirements. 
Our clever push-in system for this flat pack 
marvel turns two units into a tall version 
with a height of 140 cm

 3  Fresh-up: updated industrial material in 
combination of a classic shape - modern 
tactile hammermite surface rejuvenates the 
timeless look

 3  Streamlined design: flexible indoor-outdoor 
spaces and compact patios require new 
solutions - TRIANGOLO will fit into any cor-
ner, needs little space, and can be adapted 
in modular fashion

 3  Expressive geometrics: inspired by math-
ematical reduced designs combined with 
lessons learned from nature, this prod-
uct convinces with it’s high stability and 
load-bearing strength

Shelves can be fitted 
either as planting tray or 
plain shelf option

Make 2 into 
1 tall piece

+ Flat packed

+ Weather-resistant 

& easy care

+ Strong load bearing of up 
to 100 kg
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Item 
No. Product Quan-

tity
99679 Basic lawn edging 2 piece set galvanised, 100x10 cm 100

99740 Spina lawn edging 2 piece set galvanised, 100x16 cm 30

99741 Spina lawn edging 2 piece set anthracite 103x16 cm 30

99743 Serra lawn edging galvanised 103x12 cm 30

99744 Serra lawn edging anthracite 103x12 cm 30

99680 Metal lawn edging 118x12.5 cm galvanised 100

99683 Metal lawn edging 118x19.5 cm galvanised 100
99735 Metal lawn edging anthracite 118x12.5 cm 100

99734 Metal lawn edging anthracite 118x19.5 cm 60

99687 Studded texture lawn edging 118x13 cm 100

99688 Studded texture lawn edging 118x20 cm 60

91011 Corten lawn edging 118x13 cm 100

91012 Corten lawn edging 118x20 cm 60

99697 Small wave lawn edging 500x14 cm 8

99684 Waved lawn edging galvanised 500x14 cm 8

99733 Small waved lawn edging anthracite 500x14 cm 8

99732 Waved lawn edging anthracite 500x14 cm 8

99696 Studded texture lawn edging 500x14 cm 8

99757 Waved lawn edging anthracite 500x20 cm 4

Item 
No. Product Quan-

tity
99686 Waved lawn edging galvanised 500x20 cm 4

99661 Roll of plastic lawn edging 1000x0.2x12 cm 8

99558 Ground anchor RK12.5 3.6x0.75x38 cm 50

99559 Ground anchor RK19.5 3.6x0.75x43 cm 50

99544 Ground anchor RK 13, Corten  50

99545 Ground anchor RK 20 Corten 50

99548 Ground anchor RK13 3.6x0.75x38 cm 50

99549 Ground anchor RK20 3.6x0.75x43 cm 50

99670 Circular lawn edging Ø 20 cm H 13 cm galvanised 10

99671 Circular lawn edging Ø 30 cm H 13 cm galvanised 10

99672 Circular lawn edging Ø 40 cm H 13 cm galvanised 10

91070 Circular lawn edging Corten Ø 20 cm H 13 cm 10

91071 Circular lawn edging Corten Ø 30 cm H 13 cm 10

91072 Circular lawn edging Corten Ø 40 cm H 13 cm 10
99676 Shaping edging, plastic 500 x 7 cm including special tent 

peg 
8

99621 Slug and snail guard, corner piece 7 x 7 x 20 cm galva-
nised 

20

99620 Slug and snail guard 100 x 20 cm galvanised 40
99682 Plastic lawn edging 118x13x0.2 cm 20

National wall module for lawn edgingNational heavy weight wall 
module for lawn edging
With its easy to follow presentation at POS, the shelf module 
attracts all the attention. This is your perfect presentation for 
landscape edging.

Item 
No. Product Quan-

tity
99679 Basic lawn edging 2 piece set galvanised, 100x10 cm 30

99680 Metal lawn edging 118x12.5 cm galvanised 40

99735 Metal lawn edging anthracite 118x12.5 cm 40

99687 Lawn edging studded texture 118x13 cm material thickness 
0.65 cm

40

91011 Corten lawn edging 118x13 cm 40

99683 Metal lawn edging 118x19.5 cm galvanised 30

91012 Corten lawn edging 118x20 cm 30

99688 Studded texture lawn edging 118x20 cm 30

99734 Metal lawn edging anthracite 118x19.5 cm 30

99740 Lawn edging Spina 2 piece set galvanised 103x16 cm 20

99741 Lawn edging Spina 2 piece set anthracite 103x16 cm 20

99743 Lawn edging Serra galvanised 103x12 cm 30

99744 Lawn edging Serra anthracite 103x12 cm 30

99697 Small wave lawn edging 500x14 cm 8

99684 Waved lawn edging galvanised 500x14 cm 8

99696 Studded texture lawn edging 500x14 cm 8

99757 Waved lawn edging anthracite 500x20 cm 4

99686 Waved lawn edging galvanised 500x20 cm 4

99676 Shaping edging, plastic 500 x 7 cm including special tent peg 8

Item 
No. Product Quan-

tity
99733 Small waved lawn edging anthracite 500x14 cm 8

99732 Waved lawn edging anthracite 500x14 cm 8

99661 Roll of plastic lawn edging 1000x0.2x12cm 8

99620 Slug and snail guard 100 x 20 cm galvanised 40

99621 Slug and snail guard, corner piece 7 x 7 x 20 cm galvanised 20

99670 Circular lawn edging Ø 20 cm H 13 cm galvanised 10

99671 Circular lawn edging Ø 30 cm H 13 cm galvanised 10

99672 Circular lawn edging Ø 40 cm H 13 cm galvanised 10

99558 Ground anchor RK12.5 3.6x0.75x38 cm 50

99559 Ground anchor RK19.5 3.6x0.75x43 cm 50

99544 Ground anchor RK 13, Corten  50

99545 Ground anchor RK 20 Corten 50

99548 Ground anchor RK13 3.6x0.75x38 cm 50

99549 Ground anchor RK20 3.6x0.75x43 cm 50

99644 Lawn edging Comfort, plastic 50 cm 14 cm height, 5 cm 
depth, with edge, flexible 

20

99646 Lawn edging Comfort, plastic 50 cm 11 cm height, 5 cm 
depth, without edge, flexible 

20

99227 Slug and snail band, self-adhesive 500x3 cm 18

NEW

Lawn edging, anthracite  
Now also available in  
20 cm height! 
 
99732 Waved lawn edg-
ing, anthracite 

500x20 cm 
Sales unit: 1

+  Improved communication 
of consumer benefits

+  Top sellthrough of land-
scape edgings

+  Inspirational branding
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At 

www.bellissa.com

you can find  
detailed information  
on all our products

OnlineRange expansion

Visit us at bellissa.com 

Get product information on our bellissa Homepage quick and easy: 24/7 - 365 days a year 
or when ever it suits you.

If you have any further questions, please contact us directly – we are happy to help!

Get information 
fast

This is why we have decided to neutralise our re-
maining CO2 emissions and support international 
projects to contribute towards a future that en-
sures continuous quality of life.  
 
We do not just want to analyse problems, we 
pitch in and help to solve them.

By the way: Climate protec-
tion is important to us. 

Item No. Product

99544 Ground anchor RK13, Corten steel 3.6 cm 0.75 cm 38 cm 2 mm 1

99545 Ground anchor RK 20, Corten steel 3.6 cm 0.75 cm 43 cm 2 mm 1

 3  Additional stability with increased installa-
tion height 

 3  Suitable for bellissa lawn edging with 
heights of 13 cm and 20 cm

 3  Slide them onto the lawn edging and press 
into the ground

 3  Set the ground anchors at intervals of 60 cm

 3 Positioning lug provides optimum stability

 3 Weather & UV-resistant

NEW
Ground anchors for lawn edging 
Now also available in Corten 

Simply slide the ground anchors onto the 
lawn edging and then press into the ground.
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Contact

Any further 
questions?
bellissa HAAS GmbH
Birkenstrasse 22
D-88285 Bodnegg-Rotheidlen

Phone: +49 (0) 7520 / 9205-0
Fax: +49 (0) 7520 / 9205- 25

E-mail: haas@bellissa.com
www.bellissa.com
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Our commitment for 
strong sellthroughs
• Strong product presentation at POS
• Product information on www.bellissa.com
• Marketing via social media
• More than 1 million bellissa Homepage visitors 

per annum

reach over a million gardening fans every year
Strong cooperation partners on social media

@bellissa_haas

@bellissaHaas
 
@bellissa_HAAS

@bellissa


